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**Faculty travel and research grants**

Most grants are intended for researchers, doctoral students, teaching staff, associate professors and similar at Lund University, but there are also some that undergraduate and Master’s students can apply for. The application period for faculty travel and research grants is at the start of the spring and autumn semesters, normally in January/February and September respectively.

Most faculties have a scholarship group that assesses and ranks the applications. A decision is then taken by the Faculty Board or equivalent. The faculties have different regulations on the size of grants and how often the same person can be awarded a grant. This is stated in the call for applications concerned.

-----

**The Aeryle Travel Scholarship Fund (94501)**

Support for international research trips for students and teaching staff at Lund University.

Open for applications: spring semester every three years: 2018, 2021, 2024, together with the faculty travel and research grants.

**The Ove Almborn Donation Fund (92000)**

Grants for research on cryptogams, primarily lichens, for students or graduate researchers active at Lund University.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants.

**The Anders and Birgit Andersson Research Fund (91404)**

Grants for expenses of special importance to particularly deserving applicants’ ongoing research projects, primarily focusing on cardiovascular and cancer diseases.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants.

**Senior Lecturer Gustaf Andersson and his wife Mary Lindberg’s Scholarship Fund (94503)**

Grants for study trips for students of education. Precedence is given to those who completed their upper secondary school studies at Lund Cathedral School.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants.

**The Areschoug Scholarship (93010)**

Scholarship for 1) a student deserving of support with an outstanding inclination and aptitude for botanical studies or 2) a young outstanding associate professor of botany, who does not hold an associate professor scholarship. Precedence is given to relatives.

Open for applications: spring semester every even year together with the faculty travel and research grants.
The Battram Travel Scholarship Fund (94505)

Travel scholarship for students who are members of a Skånsk nation in Lund in order to acquire knowledge of forest management abroad.

Open for applications: spring semester every four years: 2020, 2024, 2028 etc. together with the faculty travel and research grants.

Senior Lecturer Ture Betzen’s Donation No. 1 (93022)

Awarded to deserving, preferably male, students in need who are pursuing studies at Lund University to gain a Degree of Licentiate. The Faculty of Humanities in even years and the Faculty of Science in odd years.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants.

The Ebba and Herman Bing Bequest (94506)

The fund’s annual yield is awarded to a Swedish physician, medical graduate or medical student as a grant for a stay in Denmark devoted to studies.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants.

The Bokelund Medical Fund (94508)

Travel scholarship for furtherance of medical studies for 1) teaching staff employed at the Faculty of Medicine in Lund, 2) associate professors employed at the Faculty of Medicine in Lund and 3) students in the medical programme in Lund who have completed at least two years of studies.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants.

The Bokelund Travel Scholarship Fund (94507)

Grants for study trips relating to the subjects of history, geography, archaeology and ethnography, as well as subjects at the Faculty of Science, for teaching staff at Lund University, associate professors at Lund University and students currently in programmes who have completed at least two years of their studies at Lund University.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants.

The Hilma Borelius Scholarship Fund (93036)

Scholarship for students at Lund University who have shown a true inclination and distinct talent for humanistic science.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants.

The Emmy Ekberg Scholarship Fund No. 1 (93062)

Grants for one or more students, who have been awarded a Bachelor’s Degree in Law or a Degree of Master of Laws and are pursuing studies at Lund University for a PhD in Law.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants.
The Roy and Maj Franzén Fund (94522)

Grants for research at the Faculty of Humanities.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants.

The Gleerup Scholarship Foundation (93084)

Grants for those who have been awarded a PhD to facilitate studies at a Danish, Norwegian or other foreign university. Alternated between the faculties of Social Sciences, Humanities, Science and Centre for Theology and Religious Studies.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants.

Siblings Anna Cecilia and Otto Sigfrid Granmark’s Scholarship Fund (94510)

Grants for study trips for those who are studying for, or have been awarded, a Degree of Licentiate within the Faculty of Humanities with precedence given to studies in the Germanic, Nordic language area. In the award of scholarships, consideration is given to the applicant’s qualifications and the work plan’s value for Swedish science. However, consideration is also given to the applicant’s personal qualifications to represent Swedish scientific education abroad in a dignified way.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants.

The Axel Hallström Donation (94511)

One or several travel scholarships for students pursuing higher academic studies in the botanical subject areas at Lund University.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants.

Regimental Doctor Hartelii’s Scholarship Fund (93099)

Scholarships for one or several students within the Faculty of Medicine at undergraduate, Master’s or PhD level who need to stay for an extended, unbroken period at a university or other research institution in Denmark, Norway, England, France or Germany. Precedence is given to lineal descendants of the testator who fulfil the other conditions.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with travel scholarships for undergraduate/Master’s students and together with the faculty travel and research grants.

Law Professor, Doctor Johan Holmbergsson’s Scholarship Fund No. 1 (93116)

The annual interest, after scrutiny by the Faculty of Law, is awarded as support to someone who is studying Law at Lund University and has shown inclination and good conduct.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants.

The William Karlsson Scholarship Fund (92038)

Scholarships for students of art history who are pursuing studies for a PhD. In the awarding of scholarships, primary consideration is given to doctoral students involved in subjects related to applied
industrial art. The scholarship is to be used for 1) printing costs for a thesis, 2) work-related purposes for the same thesis, 3) study trips abroad for the same thesis.

Open for applications: autumn semester every odd year together with the faculty travel and research grants.

The Lund University Department of Chemistry’s Travel Scholarship Fund (94513)

Scholarship for a person who has been awarded a higher education qualification or equivalent and has pursued research work for at least two years at the part of the Department of Chemistry that belongs to the Faculty of Science at Lund University.

Open for applications: autumn semester every even year together with the faculty travel and research grants.

The Sven Kristenson Travel Scholarship Fund (94514)

Travel grants for students who have been awarded a Bachelor’s Degree, Master’s Degree (60 credits) or Licentiate Degree in Classical Archaeology and Ancient History or Art History at Lund University and are continuing their studies in one of these subjects. The scholarships are intended for study trips in Italy, Greece or France. Studies in France are primarily to relate to Romanesque and Gothic architecture and art, and to the classical monuments in the South of France. Precedence is given to certain relatives of the donor who are studying the stated subjects at Lund University.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants.

The Martha Larsson Fund for Scientific Research (91315)

Grants for scientific research at Lund University according to the following 1) scholarships to young talented musicians at the Malmö Academy of Music, 2) grants for research in literary studies focusing on Swedish authors born after 1900. The research results should be published in a detailed or shortened form, preferably as culture articles, within three years of the funds being granted, 3) grants for medical research in neurology, with an aim to counteract, and possibly relieve, the complications of meningitis.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants.

The City of Lund’s Jubilee Fund (92050)

Travel scholarships for students or teaching staff for study trips, as well as research grants for researchers.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with travel scholarships for students, and autumn semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants respectively.

Carl Fredrik Lyngby’s Donation for the Furtherance of Scientific Research in the Field of Sinology, and Classical Chinese in Particular (93171)

Grants to one or several researchers at the East Asian seminar at Lund University in the field of sinology, and Classical Chinese in particular.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants.
The City of Malmö’s Jubilee Fund (92053)
Travel scholarships for students or teaching staff for study trips, as well as research grants for researchers.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with travel scholarships for students, and autumn semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants respectively.

The Anna and Svante Murbeck Memorial Fund (93183)
Scholarships for students at the Department of Botany at Lund University. Precedence is given to those studying botanical systematics.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants.

The Anna Nilsson Fund for Scientific Research (92060)
Grants for, among other things, research and study trips for female teaching staff and students at Lund University.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants.

The C F O Nordstedt Fund (92348)
Grants for study trips with a botanical purpose.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants.

PhD Uno Otterstedt’s Fund for the Furtherance of Scientific Teaching and Research (92065)
Furtherance of scientific teaching and research. Precedence is given to humanistic research.
Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants.

The Carin and John Pape Fund for Nordic and Comparative Ethnology Research (92066)
Grants for Nordic and comparative ethnology research at Lund University: printing of research results, execution of one or more research tasks.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants.

Professor Johannes Paulson’s Scholarship Fund (94518)
Travel scholarship for a scholar in the field of Classical languages (Greek and Latin) who is either a member of the teaching staff or a student at Lund University.
Open for applications: spring semester every even year together with the faculty travel and research grants.

The Magnus Pfannenstil Travel Scholarship (94517)
Travel scholarship for theology students at Lund University who wish to pursue studies at a Protestant university in Luther’s homeland. The amount is received at the beginning of the trip, which should consist of at least one semester at the German university. Eligibility to apply for this scholarship requires that the
applicant is known for their good conduct, has been awarded a Bachelor’s Degree in Theology with a good grade, and is continuing studies for a higher degree in Theology.

Open for applications: autumn semester every five years (2020, 2025, 2030) together with the faculty travel and research grants.

The Heinrich Poll Genetic Scholarship (93229)
Grant for a person who is pursuing research work in the field of theory of heredity/genetics and has been awarded a degree that includes the subject theory of heredity/genetics, or has gained a Bachelor’s Degree in Medicine supplemented with an exam in theory of heredity/genetics. The scholarship can be used for research trips, for the purchase of instruments or equipment, and for the recruitment of technical assistance.

Open for applications: spring semester every even year together with the faculty travel and research grants.

The Elisabeth Rausing Memorial Fund (95074)
Travel grants for graduate researchers at the Faculty of Humanities at Lund University (holders of positions such as professor, senior lecturer and research assistant, consisting of at least 50% of full-time employment) and support for humanistic research in the form of grants for equipment, organising symposia or invitations to visiting researchers. Grants are not awarded for the applicant’s own salary or for employees on the project with the exception of temporary help from an expert or assistant, however this is not to include employment that may establish a basis for securing a permanent position. In addition, the grant is not to entail long-term measures commitments.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants.

The Seved Ribbing Travel Scholarship Fund (94519)
Travel scholarships that are 1) to support trips abroad for students and employees at Lund University who do not hold an associate professor position or other senior teaching position at the University, 2) granted to a person who has shown ability and success working in southern Sweden for the education of the public and sobriety.

1) Open for applications: spring semester 2018, 2022, 2024 together with the faculty travel and research grants and,

2) Open for applications: every six years 2020, 2026 together with other research grants.

The Andreas Rydelius Foundation (92355)
For the following purposes: 1) for the organising of conferences in which current theological issues are addressed, particularly those that relate to the relationship between religion and cultural life, 2) to defray costs for lectures by theologians from abroad or another Swedish university, 3) grants for trips, whereby deserving theologians are given the opportunity for studies at, or contact with, theological organisations in other countries, 4) grants for other such purposes, that could be considered closely related to those mentioned above.

Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants.
Prof Herman Siegvald and Mrs Hilma Siegvald’s Fund for Research in Education and Psychology (92078)

Grants for teaching staff members or students at the departments of Education and Psychology in Lund and Malmö respectively for research in Education and Psychology.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants.

The Narendra V Soosania Research Fund (92082)

For research at Lund University relating to mysticism.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants.

Vice-Chancellor Nils Stjernquist’s Research Fund (92069)

For research purposes intended to contribute to positive developments for Swedish society and its business sector. The available funds shall be used in their entirety for research initiatives in this area.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants.

The Carl Swartz Memorial Fund (92084)

Awarded for research and teaching purposes to all faculties at Lund University.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants.

Fund from the Doctoral Degree Conferment for Theology 1868 (93285)

For the promotion of higher academic studies in Theology.

Open for applications: spring semester every three years: 2018, 2021, 2024 etc., together with the faculty travel and research grants.

The Olof and Ruth Uppgren Scholarship Fund (93298)

The scholarship is awarded to a young, talented and ambitious man or woman with no means. Precedence is given to members of Lunds nation who are pursuing scientific research in medical science at Lund University, particularly relating to the devastating widespread diseases of cancer and/or rheumatoid arthritis.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants.

The Emanuel Walberg Travel Scholarship Fund (94520)

Travel grants for students researching romance languages who for the preparation of a doctoral thesis need to spend some time in France or, in the second instance, another country where a romance language is spoken.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants.
County Governor Per Westling’s Memorial Fund (95096)

Support for scientific research at Lund University and for grants for study trips to scientists, regardless of age, at the University.

Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants.

The A and Charlotte Wollmar Donation (93320)

Foreign travel scholarships for senior lecturers and associate professors at Lund University, and university scholarships for students at Lund University.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants and together with the University and nation scholarships respectively.
Travel scholarships for students

Travel scholarships for undergraduate and Master’s students are announced in February each year. Eligibility for travel scholarships extends to those studying at the undergraduate, Bachelor’s, Master’s (60 credits) and Master’s (120 credits) levels. You can apply for a travel scholarship in connection with degree projects and academic papers, for exchange studies and for other foreign travel connected with your education at Lund University.

You apply via a form directly through the online application system, where you also upload the attachments you want to submit. When the application period is over, scholarships are granted from the respective foundations based on the purpose of your trip, a ranking that takes into consideration academic achievements and rate of study, as well as your application and the documents you have submitted. It is therefore very important that you enclose the documents that are relevant in your case, as you may miss out on a scholarship if your application is incomplete.

Decisions are usually announced in April and all successful applicants are notified via email.

The Axel Andersson Travel Scholarship Fund (94502)
Travel scholarship for students at Lund University.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with travel scholarships for undergraduate and Master’s students.

The Nils Flensburg Travel Scholarship Fund (94521)
Travel scholarship alternating each time between a student at Lund University for studies at the University of Oslo, and a student at the University of Oslo for studies at Lund University. Precedence is given to members of the Vogt family.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with travel scholarships for undergraduate and Master’s students.

Regimental Doctor Dr Hartelii’s Scholarship Foundation (93099)
Scholarship for one or more students at the Faculty of Medicine within undergraduate, Master’s or PhD programmes who need an extended, unbroken stay at a university or other research institution in Denmark, Norway, England, France or Germany. Precedence for the scholarship is given to lineal descendants of the testator who fulfil the other conditions.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with travel scholarships for undergraduate and Master’s students, and with the faculty travel and research grants.

The Humero-Steuchius Travel Scholarship (94512)
Grants for students at Lund University for study trips to universities abroad. Precedence is given to relatives, in which case it is not necessary that the person concerned is studying, or has studied, at the University.
Open for applications: spring semester together with travel scholarships for undergraduate and Master’s students every six years, 2018, 2024, 2030 etc.

The City of Lund’s Jubilee Fund (92050)
Travel scholarships for study trips for students or teaching staff members, and for research grants to researchers.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with travel scholarships for students, and autumn semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants respectively.

The City of Malmö’s Jubilee Fund (92053)
Travel scholarships for study trips for students or teaching staff members, and for research grants to researchers.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with travel scholarships for students, and autumn semester every year together with the faculties’ travel and research grants respectively.
University and student nation scholarships

Each semester, students at Lund University are invited to apply for University and student nation scholarships. The application period in the autumn is September and in the spring, February. The University scholarships are awarded to undergraduate and Master’s students. You are often required to have studied for at least two semesters to obtain a scholarship. The student nation scholarships are awarded to undergraduate, Master’s and PhD students.

You apply via a form directly through the online application system. Attachments are only to be sent via post in special cases. Only one application per person is to be submitted, in which you apply for all the scholarships you are eligible for.

All applicants are ranked according to field, grades and rate of study. Precedence is applied for some scholarships, if for example you are related to the donor or you are born in a certain province of Sweden.

A small number of scholarships are known as semester scholarships, which means that they are granted for four semesters. The conditions for payment of these scholarships is communicated separately to the successful applicants.

Decisions are usually announced in April and November and you will be able to see in the online application system whether you have been awarded a scholarship or not. No notification is sent out, as the announcement is made online when the decisions are made.

*****

A

Professor J M Agardh’s Prize Fund (93000)
Scholarship for students at Lund University who after gaining a Bachelor’s degree has displayed ability in the mathematical sciences.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

Dr and Mrs Emil S Ahlström’s Scholarship Fund No. 1 (93001)
Scholarship for students at the Faculty of Medicine at Lund University. Precedence is given to relatives, close relatives before more distant relatives.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

Dr and Mrs Emil S Ahlström’s Scholarship Fund No. 2 (93002)
Scholarship for students at the Faculty of Medicine at Lund University. Precedence is given to relatives, close relatives before more distant relatives.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.
The Akademistaten Premium Foundation (93003)

Premium for a student at Lund University known for their favourable diligence and ability. Academic teaching staff or officials are not eligible for this premium.

Open for applications: autumn semester every five years: 2020, 2025, 2030 etc. together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Agda and Nils Albert Andersson Scholarship Fund (93006)

Scholarship for students at Lund University who have shown an aptitude for studies, good diligence and exemplary conduct. In the first instance to descendants and in the second instance to students who were born or grew up in the Oxie, Sylt or Wemmenhög county administrative districts.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Ann Elisabeth Albertsdotter, née Hansson, Fund (93004)

Scholarships for students at Lund University. Precedence is given to relatives.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Hilda Andersson Scholarship Fund (93005)

A scholarship for decent, proper and diligent theology or law students at Lund University, preferably from Malmöhus county, and with a decided precedence given to a member of the Helsingkrona or Lunds nations.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

Schoolmaster Johan Andersson’s Fund (93007)

Scholarships for deserving students who are members of Västgöta nation pursuing a philosophy degree at Lund University.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Lorens Alfred Andersson Fund (92003)

Scholarship for free textbooks for students in need at Lund University.

Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.
The Per Andersson Scholarship Fund (93008)
Scholarship for someone at Lund University, from a home of limited means, from a priest’s or farmer’s family in Skåne or Småland who is studying theology, and has become known for diligence and good conduct and has shown progress in their theological studies.
Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Roloff Andersson Fund (93009)
Scholarship for young men studying at Lund University, born in the diocese of Lund, who are studying theology to become a priest.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Anglin-Svensson Scholarship Foundation (93270)
Scholarship for 1) students who are members of the Skåne nations, 2) students who are members of Småländska nation. Precedence is given in the first instance to relatives in need.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Aschan Fund (93011)
Scholarship for young people, who with an aptitude for studies, with diligence and good manners find themselves lacking sufficient funds to continue their pursuit of knowledge. The scholarship is to be awarded to two students, one who is a member of Östgötan nation and one who is a member of Smålands nation at Lund University.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

B
The Beck-Friis Scholarship Fund (93012)
Scholarship for a young male student in need, born in Skåne, with good morals. Precedence is given to those who can confirm they are relatives of the donor.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Beathe and Sven Bengtsson Scholarship Fund (93014)
Scholarship for one or two students with no means studying theology at Lund University.
Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.
The Bergendorff Scholarship Fund (93015)
Annual scholarship for 1) diligent and virtuous young men who are the donor’s closest relatives 2) diligent and able students who went to primary school and upper secondary school in Växjö, preferably from the Berga parish of the Sunnerbo county administrative district.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Edwin Berger Scholarship (93016)
The scholarship is awarded to a deserving student who is a member of Hallands nation in Lund.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Augusta Berggren Scholarship Fund (93017)
Scholarship for students at Lund University in a religious studies programme, with precedence given to students who are members of Göteborgs nation who were born in the diocese of Gothenburg.
Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

Dr Emil Berg’s Scholarship Fund (93019)
Scholarship divided in equal parts for two medical students. Every two years the scholarship is to be awarded to a medical student from Sydskånska nation.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Marie Sophie de Berg Scholarship Fund (93018)
Two scholarships of which 1) for relatives of de Berg, Liljehorn or a person who can show a lineage with these families and 2) to students with limited means. Born in Borgholm on Öland or the part of Småland that constitutes Kalmar county, these students should be known for their morality and diligence, and be members of Kalmar nation at Lund University. If no relative applies for the scholarship, it shall be awarded to a student of limited means who is a member of Kalmar nation.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Berg Scholarship Fund (93013)
Scholarship for students in the religious studies programme who intend to be priests in the diocese of Gothenburg. Precedence is given to students whose parents are, or have been, resident in the diocese of Gothenburg.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.
Senior Lecturer Ture Betzen’s Donation No. 2 (93023)
Scholarship for deserving students in need and with no means at the Faculty of Humanities or Faculty of Science at Lund University.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

Senior Lecturer Ture Betzen’s Donation No. 3 (93024)
Scholarship for deserving students in need and with no means at the Faculty of Humanities or Faculty of Science at Lund University.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

Senior Lecturer Ture Betzen’s Donation No. 4 (93025)
Scholarship for students in need and with no means at the Faculty of Humanities or Faculty of Science at Lund University.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

Senior Lecturer Ture Betzen’s Donation No. 5 (93026)
Scholarship for students in need and with no means at the Faculty of Humanities or Faculty of Science at Lund University.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The A Bildt Scholarship Fund (93027)
Scholarship for an underprivileged, diligent student, known for their good morals, who has not yet attained the level of Master’s (60 credits).
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Gottfrid Billing Scholarship Fund (93028)
One or two scholarships for theology students who intend to be ordained to serve on the diocese of Lund.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.
The Herman Billing Scholarship Fund (93029)
Scholarship for one or two students at Lund University.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Karl Bjerke Scholarship Fund (93030)
Scholarships for students at the Faculty of Medicine at Lund University.
Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Bjerke Scholarship Fund (Kristianstads nation) (93031)
Scholarships for students enrolled at Kristianstads nation.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

Priest Sven Björck’s Fund (92007)
Scholarship for students at Lund University, preference is given to students in the religious studies programme. If training as the priest is not a condition, it can also apply to subject teacher training relating to religious studies.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Blekingska Nation Jubilee Scholarship Fund 1918 (93187)
A scholarship awarded annually intended to serve as support for a student in need who has excelled in terms of diligence and good morals, and who has been enrolled in the nation during the semester the scholarship is awarded and for at least the previous semester.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Blekingska Nation Jubilee Scholarship Fund 1868 (93186)
Scholarships for students at Lund University who are members of Blekingska nation and have been enrolled in the nation for at least one semester. The scholarship applies for four semesters.
Open for applications: together with the University and student nation scholarships. Semester scholarship.
The Blekingska Nation Secular Scholarship Fund (93033)
Scholarship for a student who is a member of Blekingska nation at Lund University, in need of support, who has excelled in terms of diligence and good morals, and who has been enrolled in the nation during the semester the scholarship was applied for, and for at least one previous semester.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Bokelund Scholarship Fund (93035)
Scholarships for four diligent students in need at Lund University, 1) one at the Faculty of Theology, 2) one at the Faculty of Law, 3) one at the Faculty of Medicine and 4) one at the Faculty of Philosophy, with an equal amount for each and every one.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Borg-Areskoug Scholarship (93037)
Awarded to an underprivileged, gifted student known for their diligence and good morals, from Ystad's state secondary grammar school.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

Academic Bursar G W Borg's Scholarship Fund (93038)
Scholarships for students with precedence given to 1) relatives of Brita Charlotta Richter in need, 2) students who are members of Skånska nation.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The M Fr Brag Scholarship Foundation (93039)
Scholarship for a student recommended by their nation. Precedence is given to children and descendants of the donor’s siblings have precedence, but if none such apply the right of precedence passes to those pursuing studies in Classical or Oriental languages.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Carl Adolf and Julia Braun Scholarship Fund (93040)
Scholarship awarded to a student with no means known for diligence and good morals at Lund University, who is member of Kalmar nation or a provincial association. Precedence is given to relatives.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.
The Bring and Lagerlöf Scholarship Fund (93042)

Scholarships for students at Lund University with precedence given to 1) relatives of priest Olof Bring, 2) relatives of Helena Sophia Svenonius née Lagerlöf, 3) members of the Bring family, 4) students in need who are members of Blekingska nation.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

Mayor Carl Brink’s Scholarship Fund (93041)

Scholarship for a deserving student at Lund University’s Faculty of Law.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Brobäck and de Berg Donation (93043)

Two equal scholarships of which one is awarded to 1) a de Berg, a Liljehorn, or a person who can show they are related to them, known for good morals and diligence who is studying at Lund University and is a member of Kalmar nation, 2) a student in need or with no means who is a member of Kalmar nation, born in Borgholm on Öland or the part of Småland that constitutes Kalmar county. If there is no relative other students in need are to be considered.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Bunth Scholarship Fund No. 1 (93045)

Awarded to theology students who are members of Skånsk nation and whose father is or was a priest. Precedence for 1) the donor’s heirs, 2) heirs of the donor’s brother Ernst Fredrik Bunth and the donor’s stepchildren.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Bunth Scholarship No. 2 (93044)

Awarded to students at Lund University. Precedence is given to relatives (Parish Priest Daniel Bunth and his siblings) with good academic achievements.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The A V Bäcklund Scholarship Fund (93046)

Scholarships for students in all education sectors at Lund University.

Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.
C

The A Carlström Support Fund for Medical Students (93047)
Scholarship for support of medical students at Lund University. In the first instance for descendants of Parish Priest Carl Trädgårdh in Esphult and in the second instance to descendants of Priest Per Carlström in Önnestad.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The A Carlström Support Fund for Theology Students (93048)
Scholarship for support of conscientious theology students in need at Lund University. In the first instance, descendants of Priest Per Carlström in Önnestad are to be considered and in the second instance descendants of Parish Priest Carl Trädgårdh in Esphult.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The David Carnegie Donation Fund of 1891 (92013)
Eight scholarships to students at Lund University taking into consideration declared economic circumstances and housing costs.
Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

Doctor of Law H Cavalli’s Donation Fund (93049)
Scholarship to students at the Faculty of Law at Lund University who are deserving of support, with precedence given to law students who are members of Smålands nation if they are shown to be worthy of support.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

Doctor of Law H Cavalli’s Donation Fund No. 2 (93050)
Scholarship to one or several diligent students in need who are members of Smålands nation at Lund University.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Selma Colliander Premium (93051)
Scholarship to philology students of no means at Lund University, who due to credentials, good conduct and good aptitude for studies can be considered worthy of encouragement.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.
Senior Lecturer Nils Coos and Ada Coos’s Scholarship Fund (93052)

Scholarship to students in need at Lund University who are diligent and gifted, pursue studies in chemistry and are members of Lunds nation. Precedence is given to confirmed relatives of Senior Lecturer Nils Coos regardless of nation affiliation.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The M J Crusenstolpe Scholarship Fund (93053)

Scholarship to assist young male students regardless of nation affiliation who are preferably studying in the literary field.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

Master of Engineering Max Albin Dahlgren’s Scholarship Fund (93054)

At least two scholarships awarded to students of limited means who are members of Göteborgs nation and were born in Gothenburg and Bohus County.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The M G Danckwardt Scholarship Fund (93055)

Two scholarships of equal value to students in need at Lund University, one to a student who is a members of one of the Skåne nations and one to a student who is a member of the Smålands nation. Precedence in the first instance is given to relatives of the donor and in the second instance to the daughters of the donor’s brother, Judge Dankwardt.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Johannes Danielsson Scholarship Fund (93056)

Scholarship to a member of one of the Skåne nations at Lund University who excels with their aptitude for studies, good morals and diligence, and is in need of support.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Dickson Scholarship Fund (93057)

Four equally large scholarships to students at Lund University – one for each of the four faculties of Theology, Law, Medicine and Philosophy. Awarded to undergraduate students.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Christian W Ducker’s Scholarship Fund (93058)
A scholarship for a student in need who is in the medical programme at Lund University.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Henrik Dücker Scholarship Fund (93059)
Scholarships to male students in need in the religious studies programme, law programme, medical programme, and at the other faculties, all studying at Lund University.
Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Miss Sophie Eckardt Scholarship Fund (93060)
Scholarships to students enrolled at the Faculty of Medicine at Lund University.
Open for applications: spring semester every four years: 2017, 2021, 2025 etc., together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Friedrich and Elisabeth Eggeling Scholarship (93061)
Scholarships to students at Lund University with precedence given to 1) relatives 2) students born in Lund.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Ekedahl-Lundberg Fund (93063)
Scholarships to students who are members of Smålands nation in Lund who are pursuing studies for higher degrees in the faculties of Theology or Philosophy. Precedence is given to relatives.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The A W Ekelund Scholarship Fund (93064)
Awarded to a member of Smålands nation in Lund who is in need and recognised for their diligence.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.
The Gustav Eklund Scholarship Fund (93065)
A scholarship for a diligent student who is member of Småländska nation in Lund. Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Pehr Eklund Scholarship (93066)
Scholarship to a student at Lund University who is a member of Kristianstads nation. Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Dagny and Eilert Ekwall Premium and Scholarship Fund (93067)
Scholarships to students who are members of Smålands nation in Lund, to be used for research, study trips, degree projects, work on academic papers or continuing professional development. Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Ika Ekwall Scholarship (93068)
Scholarship for a female or male student who is a member of Smålands nation and is studying medicine or modern languages at Lund University. Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Martha and Nils Enewald Scholarship Fund (93069)
Scholarship for students at Lund University who are members of Sydskånska nation and who pursue studies in subjects at the Faculty of the Humanities with the exception of the religious studies programme. Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Åke Engström Scholarship Fund (93073)
Scholarship for theology students who are members of one of the Skåne nations. Precedence is given to Engeström family members or descendants of Professor Munthe. Open for applications: autumn semester every five years: 2018, 2023, 2028 etc., together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Jacob A Eriksson Scholarship Fund (93074)
Scholarship for students in all educational sectors with the exception of the religious studies programme and law programme with precedence given to students who are members of Skånska nation.
Open for applications: autumn semester every three years: 2018, 2021, 2024 etc., together with the University and student nation scholarships.

F

The Falck Scholarship Fund (93076)

Scholarship for students at Lund University, 1) descendants of Magnus Falck, firstly via the male line and then via the female line, if there are several the yield is divided equally among them. If only one family member applies they receive two scholarships and the rest is allocated to first 2) descendants of M C Brunnström and then 3) trainee priests from Wälinge and Kattarps parishes or Luggude administrative county district.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Faltzburg Scholarship Fund (93077)

1) Travel scholarship for scientific research. The scholarship is intended for an academic citizen with no salary at Lund University, to enable, through national or international trips, advances in their science. 2) Scholarship for a young student in need at Lund University with good prerequisites for studies. Precedence is given to relatives.

Open for applications: autumn semester every ten years: 2021, 2031 and autumn semester every five years: 2018, 2023 etc. respectively, together with the University and student nation scholarships.

Chief District Court Judge Daniel Fehrman’s Theological Scholarship Fund (93079)

For students who intend to be ordained in the diocese of Gothenburg and who belong to the same diocese, as do the parents of the person concerned. The successful applicant should have good knowledge of the holy scripture’s basic languages and Latin.

Open for applications: together with the University and student nation scholarships. Semester scholarship.

The Fileen Foundation’s Donation Building Fund (92025)

Scholarship for graduate veterinarians who through studies in the education sector for care professions and technical work, wish to advance their knowledge of a veterinary science-related subject.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Walter Färhm Scholarship Fund (93082)

Scholarship for students at Lund University who are members of Kristianstads nation. In odd years for a theology student and in even years for a medical student.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.
G

The Genberg Scholarship Fund (93083)
Scholarship for a deserving student who is a member of the Blekinge or Skånska nations at Lund University, alternating each time between a student from Blekinge and a student from Skåne, however precedence is given every time to deserving medical students.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Gleerup Scholarship Foundation (93084)
Two equally large scholarships, one for a student at the Faculty of Theology and the other for a student at the Faculty of Philosophy, who for at least one year has diligently pursued studies at the faculty in question.
Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Gramm Scholarship Fund (93085)
For students in the religious studies programme who intend to become priests with precedence given to those born in the diocese of Lund. Precedence is given to relatives of Michael Gram or Peter Roos.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Grubbo-Piper Scholarship Fund (93086)
Two scholarships for students in all study programmes at Lund University.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Magna Gräberg, née Borg, Scholarship Fund (93087)
Scholarship for students who are members of the Sydskånska nation at Lund University.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Mr. C G Gustafsson and Mrs. Betty Cederlöv-Gustavsson Memorial Fund (93089)
Scholarship for male medical students in need at Lund University who are members of the Lunds nation.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Gerda Victoria Gustafsson Fund (93090)
Scholarship as support for underprivileged theology students at Lund University.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Fredric Gyllenkrok Scholarship Fund (93091)

Granted to two underprivileged young male students at Lund University.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Göteborg and Halland Jubilee Scholarship Fund 1918 (93188)

Scholarship for a student who has been enrolled at the Göteborgs or Hallands nation in Lund for at least one semester when the application is submitted.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Göteborgska Nation in Lund Jubilee Scholarship Fund 1868 (93189)

Two scholarships to students at Lund University who are members of the Göteborgs nation and have been enrolled in the nation for at least one semester. The scholarship is for four semesters.

Open for applications: together with the University and student nation scholarships. Semester scholarship.

The Göteborgska Scholarship from an Anonymous Donor (93093)

Scholarship support for a theology student who is a member of the Göteborgs or Hallands nation at Lund University, enrolled at the Faculty of Theology who intends to study holy sermon subjects, and for this purpose, strives for, and wishes to have a thorough knowledge of the holy scripture's two basic languages.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

H

The Hadelin Scholarship Fund (93094)

For students who have been enrolled at Lund University for at least two semesters. Precedence is given to certain relatives.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Scholarship Fund of Peter Hagelqvist from Brännhult and his Wife (93095)

Scholarship for two students of no means at the Faculty of Theology at Lund University, who with particular diligence and interest have pursued studies in theological science.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.
Halländ Local History Scholarship Fund (93097)
Scholarship awarded to members of Hallands nation, who find themselves in need of funds for pursuing their studies and are deserving of such support.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Hammar Scholarship Fund (93098)
Scholarship for one or several diligent, industrious and ambitious students of no means who are members of Lunds or Malmö nation.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Hastfehr Scholarship Fund No. 1 (93100)
For students at Lund University with precedence given to 1) relatives in need, Ramel or de la Gardie, 2) students in the medical programme.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Hastfehr Scholarship Fund No. 2 (93101)
For theology students at Lund University who are recognised for good morals and diligence in their studies and are in need of support.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Hastfehr Scholarship Fund No. 3 (93102)
For young male students at Lund University regardless of nation affiliation for diligence in studies.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The E G Henschen Scholarship Fund (93103)
For students at Lund University. Precedence is given to students who are members of Blekingska nation.
Open for applications: spring semester every odd year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Adolf Herrlin Premium Fund (93105)
Scholarships to members of Kristianstads nation who are pursuing studies within the sector relating to training for the technical professions or in the mathematical-scientific or technical faculties (LTH) at Lund University.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

**The Carl Herslow Scholarship Fund (93106)**

Two equally large scholarships awarded to two students at Lund University who are members of Malmö nation and have spent at least two semesters at the University.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

**The P J Herslow Scholarship Fund (93107)**

Scholarship for an underprivileged, diligent student within the diocese of Lund, who is a member of the Skånska or Blekingska nation at Lund University. Precedence is given to applicants who went to upper secondary school in north-east Skåne.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

**The Hesslen Scholarship Fund (93108)**

Scholarship for students in the religious studies programme at Lund University. Precedence is given to relatives.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

**The Mrs W Hierta Scholarship Fund for Female Medical Students (93109)**

The scholarship is awarded to a woman who is studying medicine at Lund University and can be awarded to several students.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

**The C J Hill Scholarship Fund No. 1 (93110)**

Scholarship for students pursuing studies in the mathematical sciences. Precedence is given to relatives in need with good academic achievements regardless of the chosen specialisation.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

**The C J Hill Scholarship Fund No. 2 (93111)**

Scholarship for male students pursuing studies in the mathematical sciences in the educational sector for the technical professions or mathematical-scientific subject teacher programme. Precedence is given to relatives in need with good academic achievements.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Jenny Hoflund Scholarship Fund (93112)
Scholarship for gifted female students of no means at Lund University.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Helene and Ingeborg Holck Scholarship Fund (93113)
Scholarship for students at Lund University with a special interest in surgery.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Astrid Holmberg Fund (95041)
Scholarships for students pursuing studies in art history.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships

Doctor Johan Holmbergsson’s Scholarship Fund No. 1 (93116)
Support for a law student at Lund University who has demonstrated inclination, aptitude and progress in combination with good conduct.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships

The Holmbergsson Scholarship Fund No. 2 (93117)
Scholarship for a young male law student at Lund University. The scholarship is awarded to a student who is a member of Smålands nation in even years, and a student who is a member of Skånsk nation in odd years.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Holmbergsson Scholarship Fund No. 3 (93118)
Scholarship for law students at Lund University who are known for their diligence and good morals, are in need of support and have shown inclination and aptitude for law studies.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.
The Fredrique Holmstedt and Emma Follin Scholarship Fund (93081)
Scholarship Fund for theology students who are members of the Skånsk nation at Lund University.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

Professor Hjalmar Holmqvist’s Prize Fund (93119)
Scholarship for a diligent student in need who is a member of Wermlands nation.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Holmqvist Scholarship Foundation (93120)
Three scholarships for students at Lund University who are training to become priests. For students who are members of Göteborgs or Hallands nation with good knowledge of the holy scripture’s two basic languages (Greek and Hebrew).
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The C J Hultqvist Scholarship Fund (93121)
Scholarship for a young male student at Lund University.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Kristina Håkansson Fund No. 1, Faculty of Medicine (93123)
Scholarship for female medical students at Lund University.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Kristina Håkansson’s Fund No. 2, Faculty of Theology (93124)
Scholarship for female students in the religious studies programme at Lund University. In those cases where training to be a priest is not a condition, it can also apply to subject teacher training relating to religious studies.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Anders Högfeldt Scholarship Fund (93125)
Scholarship for students at Lund University with precedence given to 1) relatives, 2) students who are members of the Skånsk nation.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

I
The Bernhard Ingelsson Scholarship Fund (93126)
Scholarship for one or several students who are members of the Helsingkrona nation, with precedence given to students in the medical programme.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

J
The Anders Jeppsson and Hanna Olsson Scholarship Fund (93127)
Three scholarships for theology students of no means who are members of the Skånska nation.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Olle Johansson Foundation for Law Students at Lund University's Faculty of Law
(92010)
Scholarships for law students at Lund University who have passed exams to advance in their law studies to at least the third semester or with equivalent academic results.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Anders and Anna Jönsson Scholarship Fund (93128)
Scholarship for a theology student from Skytt's administrative county district or, if there are no applicants from there, Oxie administrative county district.
Open for applications: spring semester every five years: 2019, 2024, 2029 together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The J and E Jönsson Scholarship Fund (93129)
Scholarship for a student who has demonstrated diligence despite being of limited means.
Open for applications: spring semester every odd year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Jönsson-Lindschoug Scholarship Fund (93130)
Scholarships for students at Lund University who are members of the Skåne nations with precedence given to 1) relatives, 2) students born in Västra Göinge administrative county district.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Thilda Jönsson Fund (93131)
Scholarships for well-behaved theology students in need from the diocese of Lund.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

K
The C G Kallenberg Scholarship Fund (93132)
Awarded to two students of no means at Lund University who are pursuing priestly studies and are members of Malmö nation.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Christian Kallenberg Scholarship Fund (93133)
The Kallenberg scholarship is awarded to three diligent theology students of no means who are members of the Skånsk nation and known for their honourable behaviour, with precedence given to those from the Malmö or Tygelsjö and Klagstorp parishes.
Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Kalmar Nation Jubilee Scholarship Fund 1868 (93190)
Two scholarships to students at Lund University who are members of Kalmar nation and have been enrolled there for at least one semester.
Open for applications: together with the University and student nation scholarships. Semester scholarship.

The Kalmar Nation Jubilee Scholarship 1918 (93191)
Scholarship for a student who is member of Kalmar nation who, in the semester the scholarship is applied for, has been enrolled at Lund University for at least two semesters.
Open for applications: together with the University and student nation scholarships. Semester scholarship.

The Kjellman Scholarship Foundation (93134)
Scholarships for male students enrolled in Värmlands nation. One scholarship for a student in the religious studies programme at Lund University and one scholarship for a students in the medical programme at Lund University. For both scholarships, precedence is given to 1) relatives, 2) students in need born in the diocese of Karlstad.
Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

**The Kleen Scholarship Fund (93135)**

Scholarship to a student of no means at Lund University. Precedence is given to relatives.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

**The Mathilde Kotte Scholarship (93137)**

Scholarship for a good, gifted young man of no means who is studying medicine at Lund University. Precedence is always given to applicants who are descendants of BA Mr. Carl Asp from Malmö and of Mr. Ossian Feuk, tenant farmer of Mariannelund in Skåne.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

**The Kristianstads Nation Jubilee Scholarship 1918 (93193)**

Scholarship for students who are members of Kristianstads nation.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships

**The Kristianstads Nation Scholarship Fund 1899 (93192)**

Scholarship for a student at Lund University who is a member of Kristianstads nation.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

**The D J Krook Scholarship Fund (93138)**

For students at Lund University with precedence given to 1) relatives, 2) students born in Malmöhus county.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

**The Nelly Krook Scholarship Fund (93139)**

Scholarship for students at Lund University. Precedence is given to relatives in need who have demonstrated good academic achievements.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.
The Krutmeijer-Scheele Scholarship Fund (93140)

A scholarship for students in the religious studies programme who intend to become priests, and a scholarship for students in the law programme. Precedence is given to students who are members of the Skåne nations or to students who were born in Malmö, regardless of nation affiliation.

Open for applications: autumn semester in even years and autumn semester in odd years respectively together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Female Student Association Jubilee Scholarship (93142)

A scholarship for female students, who can be considered to be in need and have completed a period of study at Lund University of at least four semesters with good grades.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Axel Lagerman Scholarship Fund (93144)

Scholarship for a medical graduate enrolled at Lund University.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Gunnar and Elsa Lagerquist Scholarship (93145)

To an academically interested student with good grades who is a member of Kalmar nation. Precedence is given to relatives in alternate years.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Emil Lauren Scholarship Fund (93146)

Scholarships for deserving students at Lund University.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Johan Cornelius Ledebourg Scholarship Fund (93147)

For students at Lund University with precedence given to 1) students born in Malmö, 2) students born in Lund.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.
Regimental Doctor C J Lembke’s Scholarship Fund (93148)

Scholarship awarded to relatives who are studying at Lund University and, in the second instance, to students in the medical programme at Lund University. Precedence is given to students who are members of Helsingkrona nation.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Lidbeck Scholarship Foundation (93149)

Scholarships for well-behaved students in need at Lund University, young men who are members of Västgöta nation. Precedence is given to relatives.

Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The A Lidtgren Scholarship Fund (93150)

Scholarship for students at Lund University. Precedence is given in the first instance to students who are members of Västgöta nation, and in the second instance to students who are members of Östgöta nation.

Open for applications: spring semester every three years: 2019, 2022, 2025 etc. together with the University and student nation scholarships.

Parish Priest M Liljeblad’s Scholarship Foundation (93151)

Two scholarships for students at Lund University who are members of the Skåne nations. Precedence is given to 1) relatives, 2) students in the religious studies programme.

Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Miss Sophie Lindencrona Scholarship Fund (93152)

Scholarship to students who are members of Smålands nation at Lund University.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Donation of Hildning Linderoth from Hov Parish (93153)

Scholarships for students in the religious studies programme at Lund University who intend to become priests. Precedence is given to students from Hov, Båstad and Västra Karup parishes, Bjäre administrative county district or Halland.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.
**Professor Carl Wilhelm Linder’s Memorial (93154)**

Scholarships for students at Lund University with precedence given to 1) relatives of Carl Wilhelm Linder, 2) students in the religious studies programme, with precedence given to students who are members of Östgöta nation.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

---

**The Lindfors-Andersson Scholarship Fund (93155)**

Scholarship for a diligent and moral young man who is member of Smålands nation at Lund University.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

---

**The Hans Lind Scholarship Fund (93156)**

Scholarships for two young male students at Lund University who are my relatives, or in cases where there are no applicants, for two diligent students in need at Lund University who were born in Bohuslän.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

---

**The Anna Lithström Fund (93157)**

Scholarship to one or more students in need from Skåne who are studying at Lund University.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

---

**The M Ljungberg Scholarship Fund (93158)**

Scholarship for students at Lund University. Precedence is given to students who are members of Smålands nation.

Open for applications: spring semester every odd year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

---

**Senior Lecturer C A Ljunggren’s Scholarship Fund (93159)**

Scholarship to male students from Halland who have studied at the state secondary grammar school in Halmstad and are enrolled at Hallands nation. Should it transpire that descendants of the donor who are in need are studying at Lund University, they are also eligible regardless of home district, state secondary grammar school, nation or gender.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.
The N P Ljunggrenska Scholarship Fund (93160)
Scholarships for underprivileged, but in all respects well-behaved, students at Lund University who are members of Kalmar nation.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Fredrik Lundberg Scholarship Fund (93161)
Awarded to one or several diligent, moral medical students of no means who are members of one of the Skåne nations at Lund University.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The O Lundberg Scholarship Fund (93162)
Two scholarships for students at Lund University who are members of one of the Skåne nations.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

Parish Priest P Lundberg’s Scholarship Fund (93163)
Scholarship for a theology student at Lund University.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Ruth Lundbladh Scholarship Fund (93164)
Scholarship for female students at Lund University who are members of Göteborgs nation and have been enrolled there for at least two semesters.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Lundegren Scholarship Fund (93165)
A scholarship for students at Lund University. For students who are members of one of the Skåne nations.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Nils Lunde Scholarship Fund (93166)
Scholarships for students at Lund University. Precedence is given to students who went to school in Blekinge, particularly upper secondary school in Karlskrona.
Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Lund Cathedral School Scholarship (93167)
Scholarships for students who are members of one of the Skåne nations and who went to school at the Cathedral School in Lund.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Arne Lundvall Memorial Fund (93168)
Scholarship for the purchase of medical literature. For students in the medical programme at Lund University, who have been enrolled for at least two semesters and who do not yet have a medical degree or medical licentiate degree.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Lybecko-Weidman Scholarship Fund (93169)
Scholarships for students at Lund University. Precedence is given to 1) certain relatives, 2) students from the diocese of Lund.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Lyckå Scholarship Fund (93170)
Scholarships for students at Lund University. Precedence is given to 1) relatives, 2) students who are members of Smålands nation and who come from Uråsa or Agunnaryd, in the first instance the sons of priests, 3) students who are members of Smålands nation.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The State Secondary Grammar School in Lund Scholarship Fund (93172)
Scholarships to female students at Lund University who are in need and deserving of support.
Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Gustaw Löfvenskiöld Scholarship Fund No. 1 and 2 (93173)
For students who are members of Västgöta nation and are studying 1) botany, 2) zoology, 3) modern living languages and aesthetics, 4) other subjects. Precedence is given to students who went to school in the counties of Skaraborg or Älvsborg.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Arvid Löfving Fund for Students from Helsingkrona Nation (93174)
Support for ill students in need or otherwise in need who are members of Helsingkrona nation at Lund University.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Helmer and Ebba Lövgren Memorial Fund (93175)
Scholarship to be divided between students of limited means at the Malmö Academy of Music who do not receive a salary or remuneration.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Magnat Jubilee Scholarship Foundation (93176)
Seven scholarships for students at Lund University.
Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Malmros Scholarship Fund (93177)
Scholarship for students at Lund University. For students who are members of one of the Skåne nations.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Malmstedt Scholarship Fund (93178)
Scholarship for students in the religious studies programme at Lund University who intend to become priests. For students who are members of Göteborgs or Hallands nation.
Open for applications: autumn semester every four years: 2018, 2022, 2026 etc., together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Malmö Nation Jubilee Scholarship Fund 1918 (93194)
Scholarship for students at Lund University who are members of Malmö nation and have been enrolled in there for at least one semester.
Open for applications: together with the University and student nation scholarships. Semester scholarship.
The Mellqvist Scholarship Fund (93179)

Two scholarships for students who are members of Wermlands nation. In the first instance for trainee priests whose parents come, or came, from the city of Karlstad. In the second instance for trainee priests in Värmland.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Lars Morsing Scholarship Fund (93180)

Scholarship to an able young student who is a member of one of the Skåne nations in Lund, and in particular one such who possesses aptitude and inclination for work related to economics and industrial companies using raw materials from Skåne.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The E W Mortensen Scholarship Fund (93181)

Scholarship for students at Lund University. Awarded alternately by the joint committee of Lunds nation and the Skåne nations.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Natanael Muntzing Scholarship Fund (92056)

Scholarship for students pursuing studies in musicology and similar. Precedence is given to relatives.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Johan and Eva Månsson Scholarship Fund (93184)

Scholarship for a well-reputed, theology student in need at Lund University who is to become a priest in the Church of Sweden, in the first instance for students from Småland province.

Open for applications: autumn semester every odd year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The P Möller Scholarship Fund (93185)

Scholarship for a women of no means who is studying medicine at Lund University’s Faculty of Medicine.

Open for applications: autumn semester every three years: 2017, 2020, 2023 etc., together with the University and student nation scholarships.
The T Nerander Scholarship Fund (93204)
Scholarship for well-behaved students in need who are members of Wermlands nation and have taken their secondary school certificate at Karlstad state secondary grammar school. Precedence is given to men.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Jean B Nessim Scholarship Fund (93205)
Scholarship for students at Lund University who show a special interest and proficiency in foreign languages.
Open for applications: autumn semester every five years: 2018, 2023, 2028 etc., together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Nisbeth-Owenius Scholarships (93207)
Two scholarships for students in the religious studies programme at Lund University. One scholarship for students in the law programme at Lund University.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The C G Nyman Premium Fund (93208)
Scholarships to three students who come from the diocese of Växjö and are members of Smålands nation at Lund University.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Carl Olber Premium Fund (93210)
Premium to deserving students who are members of Göteborgs or Hallands nation. Precedence is given to students pursuing humanistic studies who have been enrolled in the nation for at least two years.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

Dean Carl Olber’s Theological Scholarship and Premium (93211)
Scholarship for students at Lund University who have been in the religious studies programme for at least two years. For students who are members of Göteborgs och Hallands nation and whose birthplace, or that of one of their parents, is in the diocese of Gothenburg and/or gained their secondary school certificate within the diocese.
Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

**The Bengt Olsson Scholarship Fund (93212)**

Scholarship for students who are members of the Skåne nations at Lund University.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

**The Oscar Scholarship Fund (93216)**

Scholarships to students at Lund University. For students who are members of one of the Skåne nations. Precedence is given to students who were born in Skåne.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

**The Pehr Palmcreutz Scholarship Fund (93217)**

Scholarships to students at Lund University. Precedence is given to relatives in need.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

**The Carl, Daniel and Edvard Petren Scholarship Fund (93222)**

A scholarship for students at Lund University who are members of Helsingkrona nation. Precedence is given to relatives.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

**The Charlotta Petren Scholarship Fund (93223)**

A scholarship for students at Lund University who are members of Lunds nation. Precedence is given to relatives.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

**The Karl Petren Fund (93218)**

Scholarship to students in the medical programme at Lund University.

Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.
The Robert W Petren Scholarship Fund (93227)
A scholarship for students at Lund University. Precedence is given to members of the Skånska or Blekingska nation who were born in Skåne, preferably progeny of officers or non-commissioned officers.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Viktor Petren Scholarship Fund (93226)
Scholarship for students in the law programme who have completed half of the law degree. Precedence is given to students born in Skåne.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Anna-Stina Pettersson Fund (91229)
Scholarship to female medical students. Precedence is given to relatives.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The von Platen Scholarship (93228)
Scholarships for students at Lund University. For students who are members of the Skånsk nation.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.
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The Quennerstedt Aug Scholarship Fund No. 1 (93230)
Scholarship for young men who are studying at Lund University and are members of Smålands nation.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Quennerstedt Aug Scholarship Fund No. 2 (93231)
Scholarship for young men who are studying at Lund University and who are enrolled at Lunds nation.
Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Quennerstedt Aug Scholarship Fund No. 3 (93232)
Scholarship for students in the religious studies programme at Lund University who are intending to serve in the church.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Quennerstedt Aug Scholarship Fund No. 4 (93233)
Scholarship for male students at Lund University who are members of Ystads nation (now Sydskånska nation).
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Quennerstedt Aug Scholarship Fund No. 5 (93234)
Scholarship for male students of zoology.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.
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The Åke Rasmusson Scholarship Fund (93235)
Scholarship for students who are members of one of the Skåne nations at Lund University. Precedence is given to those from Vemmenhög administrative county district, in particular Grönby parish.
Open for applications: spring semester every odd year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Rehnström Scholarship Fund (93236)
Scholarship for students at Lund University.
Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Carl Reinhold Sundel Scholarship Fund (93269)
Scholarships for students at Lund University.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

Archbishop H Reuterdahl’s Scholarship Fund (93237)
Scholarship for students at Lund University. Precedence is given to students in need from the Hammarsköld family with good academic achievements.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.
The Christian, Wilhelm Rodhe Scholarship Fund (93238)
Awarded to students at Lund University.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Roldi Scholarship Fund (93239)
Scholarship for theology students and law students at Lund University.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Wilhelm F Romare Scholarship Fund (93241)
Scholarship for students in the medical programme at Lund University.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

Consultant Herman Rosengren’s Scholarship Fund (93243)
Scholarships for students who are members of Smålands nation. Precedence is given to relatives, regardless of nation affiliation.
Open for applications: together with the University and student nation scholarships. Semester scholarship.

The J M Rosengren Scholarship Fund (93244)
Scholarship for a theology student who is member of Smålands nation in Lund.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Carl Runborg Scholarship Fund (93328)
Four scholarships for students at Lund University. Precedence is given to students who are members of Kalmar nation.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Gunnar Runborg Scholarship Fund (93327)
Scholarships for students in the medical, law or religious studies programmes or for students in need who have gained a Bachelor’s degree in Philosophy or higher education qualification in an equivalent subject area. For three scholarships, precedence is given to students who are members of Småländs nation, and for two scholarships, precedence is given to students who are members of Kristianstad nation.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.
The Anders Rönbeck Scholarship Fund (93247)
Scholarships for students at Lund University. Precedence is given to 1) relatives (Rönnbeck, Stenhoff), 2) students from Skåne
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Sandell-Rosengren Scholarship Fund (93249)
Scholarships for students at Lund University who are members of Smålands nation. Precedence is given to relatives.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Annie Sandström Scholarship Fund (93250)
Scholarship for one or several students at Lund University who have shown themselves to be qualified and in need of financial assistance.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Nicolaus Silfverschiöld Scholarship Fund (93251)
Scholarship for students in need at Lund University. Precedence is given to relatives in need with good academic achievements.
Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Sillnecker Scholarship Fund (93252)
Scholarships for students at Lund University.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Sjöblad Scholarship Fund (93253)
Scholarships for underprivileged students at Lund University who are members of Smålands nation.
Open for applications: spring semester every four years: 2019, 2023, 2027 etc., together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Ane Sjögren Support Fund (92079)
Scholarship for a student who is a member of Lunds nation at Lund University.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

**The Håkan Sjögren Fund (93254)**

Scholarships for students in the religious studies programme at Lund who intend to be ordained as priests in the diocese of Växjö, who is a member of Smålands nation and who are over 22 years old and have studied at Lund University for at least two years. Precedence is given to 1) students who went to upper secondary school in Växjö, 2) students who come from the family of farmers or 3) family of priests 4) from the diocese of Växjö.

Open for applications: spring semester every three years: 2018, 2021, 2024 etc., together with the University and student nation scholarships.

**Parish Priest Sinius Sjöstedt’s Scholarship Fund (93256)**

Scholarship for theology students at Lund University. Precedence is given to those who were born, or have spent several years, in the Båstad or Hov parishes and want to be ordained in the diocese of Lund.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

**The Skarstedt Scholarship Fund (93257)**

Scholarships for theology students at Lund University. Precedence is given to those who have taken a Bachelor’s degree in Theology, one student from Gothenburg, and the other from Blekinge.

Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

**The Skånska Nation Jubilee Scholarship Fund of 1868 (93259)**

Scholarships for students who are members of the Skåne nations, and have been enrolled there for at least one semester.

Open for applications: together with the University and student nation scholarships. Semester scholarship.

**The Småländska Nation in Lund Jubilee Scholarship Fund 1868 (93195)**

Three scholarships for students who are members of Smålands nation and have been enrolled there for at least one semester.

Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

**The Småländs Nation in Lund Jubilee Scholarship of 1918 (93196)**

For students at Lund University who are members of Småländs nation and have been enrolled there for at least six semesters.
Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Småländska Jubilee Foundation (93260)
Scholarship for underprivileged, diligent and moral young men who are members of Smålands nation and connected with the faculties of Theology or Philosophy.
Open for applications: spring semester every odd year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Sommelius Scholarship Fund (93261)
Scholarships for one or two students at Lund University who are members of Helsingkronas nation.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Sorbon Scholarship Fund (93262)
Scholarships for students at Lund University. Precedence is given to 1) relatives in need, 2) students born in Karlskram.
Open for applications: spring semester every three years 2018, 2021, 2024 etc., together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Ludvig Stenberg Premium Fund (93263)
Two scholarships for students who during the year have gained a degree within the sector for technical professions or the mathematic-scientific subject teacher study programme. Precedence is given to students born in Skåne.
Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Ludvig Stenberg Scholarship Fund (93264)
Two scholarships for students at Lund University who are members of one of the Skåne nations. Precedence is given to students born in Skåne.
Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Stiernclou-Lillienberg Scholarship Fund (93266)
Scholarships for students in the law programme at Lund University.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.
Provincial Doctor Ivar Ströbeck’s Scholarship Fund (93267)
Scholarship awarded to medical students at Lund University.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Students’ Union Genius Scholarship (93329)
Scholarship to brilliantly gifted students at Lund University, if such are found suitable. Is not to be applied for by members of the academic teaching staff or awarded to them.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Sundbäck Scholarship Fund (93268)
Scholarship for students in need at Lund University who have with inclination and aptitude pursued law studies and demonstrated diligence and good morals.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Carl Reinhold Sundel Scholarship Fund (93269)
Scholarship for students at Lund University.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Mrs. Magdalena Svensson Scholarship Fund (93271)
Two scholarships for students at Lund University, with the exception of students in the religious studies programme.
Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Mr. and Mrs. Svensson Scholarship Fund for Theology Students (93272)
Scholarship of equal amount to three students at the Faculty of Theology at Lund University.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The C F von Sydow Scholarship Fund (93274)
Scholarship for a theology student at Lund University.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.
The J Södergren Scholarship Fund (93276)
Scholarship for a student who is a member of one of the Skåne nations.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

Bishop Esaias Tegner’s Scholarship Fund (93277)
Two scholarships for students in the religious studies programme at Lund University who intend to enter Protestant service in the Church of Sweden. One scholarship for students at Lund University’s Faculty of Humanities.
Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Tegnerska Scholarship Fund No. 1 (93282)
A scholarship for students who are members of Smålands nation at Lund University. Precedence is given to students from upper secondary school in the Kronobergs county with good knowledge of classical languages.
Open for applications: autumn semester every three years: 2018, 2021, 2024 etc., together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Tegner Scholarship Fund No. 2 (93283)
A scholarship for students who are members of Smålands nation at Lund University and are in the religious studies programme.
Open for applications: autumn semester every three years: 2018, 2021, 2024 etc., together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Tegner Scholarship Fund No. 3 (93284)
A scholarship for students who are members of Smålands nation at Lund University. Not for students in programmes for the care professions, religious studies or law.
Open for applications: autumn semester every three years: 2018, 2021, 2024 etc., together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Tegner Scholarship Fund No. 4 (93280)
A scholarship for students in the religious studies programme at Lund University who are members of Smålands nation.
Open for applications: autumn semester every three years: 2018, 2021, 2024 etc., together with the University and student nation scholarships.
The Joh Henrik Thomander Scholarship Fund (93286)
Three scholarships for students in the religious studies programme at Lund University. Precedence is given to students born in the diocese of Lund.
Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Thott Scholarship Fund (93289)
Scholarship for students at Lund University.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

Major J G and Emy Thulin’s Jubilee and Premium Fund (93290)
Scholarship awarded for physiotherapy etc. to conscientious students at Lund University who have showed that they are following their vocation.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Tornblad Premium Fund (93292)
Scholarship for one or two members of Malmö nation who have completed the first four semesters of the medical programme and have graduated from Malmö Higher State Secondary Grammar School with good grades.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Hjalmar Torpadie Scholarship Fund (93293)
For students in the medical programme at Lund University. For students who are members of Kalmar or Småländs nation.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Torslow Scholarship Fund (93294)
Scholarships for students at Lund University. For students who are members of one of the Skåne nations. Precedence is given to relatives.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.
The A Trolle Scholarship Fund (93295)
Scholarships for students at Lund University.
Open for applications: spring semester every odd year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Trozelius Scholarship Fund (93296)
Scholarships for students in the economics programme at Lund University.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Tullberg Scholarship Fund (93297)
Two scholarships for students with precedence given to 1) students who are members of Smålands nation, 2) trainee priests.
Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships

The Scholarship Fund of Assistant Priest J Vicander and his Wife Anna Sofia Vicander, née von Matern (93299)
Scholarship for a young man in need who is a member of Kristianstad nation and is studying at Lund University’s Faulty of Theology.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Margit Vinge Fund, Västgöta Nation (93300)
Scholarships awarded by Västgöta nation, in the first instance to a young researcher.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Värmland Nation Jubilee Scholarship 1868 (93197)
Scholarship for students at Lund University who are members of Wermlands nation and have been enrolled there for at least one semester.
Open for applications: together with the University and student nation scholarships. Semester scholarship.
The Värmland Nation Jubilee Scholarship 1918 (93198)
Scholarship for students at Lund University who are members of Wermlands nation.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Värmlands Nation Jubilee Scholarship 1932 (93199)
Scholarship for someone enrolled in Wermlands nation, from Värmland or Dalsland, studying at Lund University.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Västgöta Nation Jubilee Scholarship 1868 (93201)
Scholarships for students at Lund University who have been enrolled in Västgöta nation for at least one semester.
Open for applications: together with the University and student nation scholarships. Semester scholarship.

The Västgöta Nation Jubilee Scholarship 1918 (93200)
Scholarships for students at Lund University who are members of Västgöta nation and have been enrolled in there for at least two semesters.
Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.
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Parish Priest S Wahldorf’s Scholarship Fund (93302)
Scholarship to a theology student in need who is a member of Malmö nation at Lund University, on condition that he is devoted to the priestly calling.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Wahlstedt-Bergengren Scholarship Fund (93303)
Scholarship for students at Lund University. Precedence is given to relatives, children of Swedish doctors, students who graduated from upper secondary school in Kristianstad.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.
The Von Washcenfeldt-Westrell Scholarship Fund (93301)
Scholarship for students in the medical programme at Lund University who have completed at least four semesters of their studies.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Inger Wenster Companion Gift (93307)
Scholarships for female students in the medical programme. Precedence is given to orphaned students.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Hans Wersen Scholarship Fund (93308)
Scholarships to students in all educational sectors at Lund University with the exception of the religious studies and law programmes. Precedence is given to students who are members of Lunds or Wermlands nation.
Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

Professor Lorentz Fredrik Westman's Fund (93309)
Scholarships for scientifically gifted male students at Lund University, preferably members of Östgöta nation. Precedence is given to students who are occupied with scientific investigations or for defraying printing costs for scientific work.
Open for applications: spring semester every odd year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Westrin Jubilee Scholarship Fund (93310)
Scholarships for students at Lund University. Precedence is given to 1) relatives in need, 2) students in the religious studies study programme who intend to become priests with precedence given to students from the diocese of Lund.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Wilhelm Westrup Scholarship Fund (93311)
Scholarships for students at Lund University who are members of Lunds nation and have been enrolled there for at least one semester.
Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.
The Carl and Ida Wibling Scholarship Fund (93312)

Scholarships for students at Lund University. For students who are members of the Smålands, Helsingkrona, Blekingska or Sydskånska nations.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Wickelio-Bergianum Scholarship Fund (93313)

Scholarship for students at Lund University who are members of Smålands nation. Precedence is given to relatives regardless of nation affiliation. Not for student who has gained Bachelor’s degree.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Nils and Ruth Widner Scholarship Fund (93314)

Scholarship awarded to diligent and well-behaved students in need who are members of Kristianstads nation. Precedence is given to those who were born, or live in, my own home parish, WA.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Willer Scholarship Fund for Hallands Nation (93316)

Scholarships for students at Lund University who are members of Hallands nation and who have gained Bachelor’s degrees in Medicine or Philosophy respectively and who require funds for scientific research.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Willer Scholarship Fund for Helsingborg-Landskrona Nation (93317)

Scholarships for students at Lund University who are members of Helsingkrona nation and who have gained Bachelor’s degrees in Medicine or Philosophy respectively and who require funds for scientific research.

Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

Parish Priest Johan Witt’s Scholarship Fund (93318)

Scholarships for students in the religious studies programme. For students who are members of the Skåne nations. Precedence is given to relatives.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.
The Miss M C Wollin Donation (93319)
Scholarship for students at Lund University who are the most deserving and in need.
Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The A and Charlotte Wollmar Donation (93320)
Foreign travel scholarships for senior lecturers and associate professors at Lund University, and University scholarships for students at Lund University.
Open for applications: spring semester every year together with the faculty travel and research grants, and with the University and student nation scholarships respectively.

The Wrangel Fund (93321)
Scholarships for students who are members of Småländs nation at Lund University. Precedence is given to those who have shown an interest in local history and its remembrance.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Christian Wåhlin Scholarship Fund (93322)
Scholarships for students who are members of the Skåne nations. Precedence is given to descendants of Priest Peter Wåhlin who have good academic achievements.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

Z
The Zibet Scholarship Fund (93325)
Scholarships for able students of no means at Lund University, one scholarship for students in the religious studies programme and one scholarship for students in the law programme.
Open for applications: autumn semester every three years: 2018, 2021, 2024 together with the University and student nation scholarships.

Å
The Joh Alex Åberg Scholarship Fund (93326)
Scholarships for students in all education sectors at Lund University with the exception of the care professions and the religious studies programme. Precedence is given to 1) relatives, 2) students who graduated from the upper secondary school in Kristianstad.
Open for applications: spring semester and autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

Ö

The Fund for Östgöta Nation Jubilee Scholarships of 1918 (93203)
Scholarships for students at Lund University who are members of Östgöta nation.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.

The Fund for Östgöta Nation Jubilee Scholarships of 1868 (93203)
Scholarships for students at Lund University who are members of Östgöta nation.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with the University and student nation scholarships.
Other scholarships and grants

The foundations that do not invite applications for grants and scholarships in connection with the faculty travel and research grants, travel scholarships for students or University and student nation scholarships are announced separately. Unless otherwise stated in the call for applications, the application is to be made via the application system and all appendices are to be enclosed digitally. Information can be found in the respective call for applications. The application periods that apply are announced on our webpages on lu.se.

*****

Foundation to the Memory of Sara Birnbaum (92016)

One or several scholarships to students pursuing studies in architecture at Lund University in order to facilitate an international exchange.

Open for applications: spring semester every year. Closing date for applications: 3 April.

The Blekinge Local Research Fund (92008)

Research grant for local research in Blekinge; historical, archaeological or scientific.

Open for applications: spring semester every year.

The Skåne Insurance Company (Brand- och livförsäkringsaktiebolaget Skåne) Jubilee Fund (92080)

Support for research and teaching relating to such problems in the sciences that have a connection to the theory and practice of the insurance business. Other sciences may be, or are, significant for the insurance business.

Open for applications: spring semester every year.

The Fund of Engineer Lars Henrik Fornander and his Wife (92027)

The foundation’s purpose is to provide grants for the promotion of interdisciplinary research work, particularly in the boundary areas between philosophy and specialist sciences of various types. Grants are not awarded to provide for salaries or literature.

Open for applications: spring semester every year.

The Hjalmar Gullberg and Greta Thott Scholarship Fund (95029)

Grants/scholarships to students, in the first instance doctoral students, who are pursuing humanistic studies at Lund University and who have not been awarded a PhD, or as grants to young researchers who have recently been awarded a PhD. Grants/scholarships are awarded in the first instance to people pursuing literary studies and/or classical languages, and in the second instance to people studying modern European languages and/or philosophy. Regarding students of modern languages, it is a requirement that the studies have a literary focus, and for students of philosophy it is a requirement that the studies have a focus on the history of ideas. Grants are awarded to young researchers in the same subject areas as stated above.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year together with Doctor of Theology Henning Wijkmar’s Foundation.
The Fredrich von Hermansson Scholarship Fund (93104)
Scholarships for students who intend to serve in the University Library (UB). Precedence is given to applicants who are members of one of the Skåne nations.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year.

The Erik and Gurli Hultengren Fund for Philosophy at Lund University (95033)
Funds are to be used for the promotion of a life orientation philosophy. Grants are awarded to activities that: 1) re-orientate, compare or analyse world views and philosophies of life, aesthetic, ethical and moral systems and political ideologies, 2) analyse and interpret such outlooks, systems and ideologies, for example by applying them in real-life situations and cases, 3) are relevant for the purposes stated in points 1 and 2 for example by analysing concepts that play an important role in such outlooks, systems and ideologies. Grants are awarded as a scholarship, and for conferences, symposia and printing costs. Grants are provided for salary costs only in exceptional cases.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year.

County Governor Nils Hörjel’s Research Fund at Lund Institute of Technology (LTH) (95040)
Scholarship to support technical research at Lund Institute of Technology (LTH) now the Faculty of Engineering (LTH) that can contribute to the industrial development of the former Malmöhus county. Grants from the fund can also be made as support for researchers considered to work in the stipulated area.
Open for applications: spring semester every year.

The Ebbe Kock Foundation (92333)
The foundation’s main purpose is to promote scientific research and, to a certain degree, the popularisation of research results on the history of Skåne, Halland and Blekinge.
Open for applications: spring semester every year.

The Hans Kristiansson Memorial Fund (92334)
Support for the arrangement of symposia in zooecology. Hans Kristiansson’s research interests are taken into consideration regarding decisions on the awarding of grants. Symposia are to be called The Hans Kristiansson Symposium and are to be held in Lund at intervals of 1–4 years.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year.

The Agnes Ljunggren Fund (91145)
To promote medical research on diseases of the ear.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year.
Siblings Anna and Gottfrid Persson’s Study Fund for the Faculty of Theology at Lund University (95073)

Premium to a theology graduate who is to be ordained in the diocese of Lund. It is to be equally divided between a theology graduate who has achieved the highest qualifications and a theology graduate who has the most limited means. In cases where there is no distinction between qualifications, the theology graduate who comes from a family living within the diocese of Lund is given precedence.

Open for applications: spring semester every year.

The Seved Ribbing Travel Scholarship Fund (94519)

Travel scholarship to 1) support foreign trips for students and employees at Lund University who do not have an associate professor position or other higher teaching position at the University, 2) awarded to a person who has with ability and success worked in southern Sweden for education of the public and sobriety.

1) Open for applications: spring semester 2018, 2022, 2024 together with the faculty travel and research grants, and

2) Open for applications: every six years 2020, 2026 together with other research grants.

The Sjögren Premium and Support Fund (93255)

Scholarships for students who are members of Smålands nation at Lund University and who 1) in their Latin studies have shown commendable ability in connection with the written translation test to Latin, or to someone who in the written translation test for the PhD in the stated language displayed excellent ability, 2) through no fault of their own have encountered difficulties in connection with illness or similar, 3) if there are no suitable candidates for the premium according to point 1, this part of the yield can be paid out to applicants according to point 2.

Open for applications: spring semester every year.

The Skåne Association for Men of 1900 Scholarship Fund (93258)

Scholarship for 1) descendants of members of the Skåne Association for Men of 1900, who have fulfilled their economic obligations to the annual association and its scholarship fund, regardless of study specialisation, 2) students at the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, college for agriculture or forestry, 3) studied in the mathematics-science division at Lund University.

Open for applications: spring semester every year.

The Bertil Stensson University Fund (93265)

Two equally large scholarships to one medical student and one theology student studying at Lund University whose home town is in Hässleholm Municipality and who have shown good academic achievements.

Open for applications: autumn semester every year.
The Margit Stiernswärd Fund for Environmental Management Research (92083)
Research grant to promote environmental management research. The grant can be also be applied for by researchers with no connection to Lund University.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year.

The Sydsvenska Dagbladet Centenary Fund (93275)
Scholarship to a deserving student at Lund University, whose studies are for the purpose of a journalistic career, possibly for work practice and studies focusing on the Press in Sweden and abroad.
Open for applications: spring semester every year.

The Lars Johan Wallmark Scholarship Fund (93304)
Scholarship for able young academic teaching staff in need at Lund University who have not previously received a Wallmark scholarship and who do not have a tenured post.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year.

The Weiber Fund (93305)
Scholarships and grants for students in the third and fourth year of study at the mechanical engineering division of the Faculty of Engineering at Lund University. Support is preferably for defraying the costs of study trips.
Open for applications: spring semester every year.

Doctor of Theology Henning Wijkmark’s Foundation (93315)
Two equally large scholarships to students at the Faculty of Humanities at Lund University for pursuing doctoral studies in the subject of literary studies.
Open for applications: autumn semester every year.

The Willer Sibling’s Donation Fund for Research about the History of Skåne and Halland (92093)
Support for scientific research and the publication of scientific work about the history and archaeology of Skåne and Halland, and possibly Blekinge.
Open for applications: spring semester every year.

Thelma Zoéga’s Fund for Medical Research (91282)
Grants to promote medical research and development. Grants are preferably to be awarded to such research and development work that involves the acquiring of medical apparatus, conducted by doctors employed at Helsingborg Hospital. Grants of a limited nature are awarded to researchers entering a promising career within the Faculty of Medicine at Lund University. Grants can be awarded for trips that are purely for study, but not for congress trips.
Open for applications: spring semester every year.